
Libertarians  agree  with  liberals  and  Democrats 
who advocate  your  freedom  and  responsibility 
to control your body and your personal life.

Libertarians agree with those on the Left
who recognize that only a free society
can let each individual fulfill his
potential –  following his own
dreams in his own way,
peacefully and honestly.

If you favor civil liberties
but oppose liberals who
legislate economic equality,
you just might be a Libertarian. 

Libertarians trust you
to control your own body.
Libertarians want to get
the Republicans out of your bedroom.

To see where you stand, plot how many...                                                        ...of the blue and red positions you favor10 6½ 6 2 6 1½ ½ 10

Free Minds Free Markets

Libertarians
agree with the Left:

Don't Legislate
Personal Morality
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                more personal freedom

Libertarians agree with conservatives & Republicans
 who advocate your freedom and responsibility to
 control your property and your economic life.

Libertarians agree with those on the Right
who recognize that only a free market

can allocate resources fairly and
efficiently – as long as the

rights to life, liberty, and
property are protected.

If you favor economic liberty
but oppose conservatives

who legislate personal morality,
you just might be a Libertarian.

Libertarians trust you
to control your own money.

Libertarians want to get
the Democrats out of your wallet.

Brian Holtz

Libertarian
for Congress

MarketLiberal.com

End subsidies for all corporations
End subsidies for all farms
Abolish trade barriers
Abolish wage and hiring rules
End all government banking and lending
Let each control his own retirement savings
Let all healers and insurers compete freely
Let adults use any medicine
Make schools compete for students & tuition
End taxes on income, production, sales, gifts

End limits on speech in politics
End limits on speech in entertainment

Protect the right of privacy
Protect the right of self-defense

Let adults use any substance
Legalize all consensual adult relationships

Defend choice in procreation
Defend choice in risk-taking

Oppose all mandates for worship
Oppose all mandates for national service

Paid for by Brian Holtz (brian@holtz.org). Take the quiz online at http://marketliberal.com.
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Quiz: How much
personal freedom
can you tolerate?

Quiz: How much
economic freedom
can you tolerate?

Libertarians
agree with the Right:

Don't Legislate
Economic Equality

Just vote Libertarian
until you're too free.

I'm an engineer interested
in politics so that one day

my daughters will not have 
to be interested in politics.

Please don't feed the
donkeys and elephants.

I hope my friends
don't see this.

Make
polluters pay

for all harm caused
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It only increases
their output.

http://marketliberal.com/

